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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to say a quick thank you to Heather and Ellie for organising and inviting me to this forum.So, today, I’m going to be reflecting on my PhD ResearchWhich questions the relationships between Outdoor Swimming and Environmental Health at Windermere.
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● Exercise, competition, socialisation + restorative wellbeing
(Foley 2015; 2017; 2018; Britton and Foley, 2021)

● Growing transdisciplinary research 
(Throsby, 2015; Van Tulleken et al., 2018; Olive, 2022; Moles and Bates, 2023; Massey et al., 2023)

● Individual/universalised, overly buoyant + romanticised
(Bell et al., 2018; Atkinson, 2019; Olive, 2022; 2023)

● Research Opportunities:

- Challenges: socio-political + environmental issues

- Freshwater environments

● My Research: Outdoor swimming + environmental health

● Lacustrine (lake) spaces

● 12-month, wet ethnographic fieldwork

● 60 ‘Lake Hangouts’ + 40 ‘Swim-Along Interviews’

● 100 Visits (September 2022 - September 2023)

● Windermere, Lake District National Park
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So, outdoor swimming, ‘wild swimming’, and cold water immersion in the UK and ROI have seen a resurgence of populist and academic interest. It’s having a zeitgeist moment, if you like.Participation seems to be growing year on year, often motivated by exercise, competition, socialisation, and restorative wellbeing.And there was a particular boom during the various Covid-19 lockdowns for those that access to open waters, whilst indoor pools and lidos were forced to shut.There’s also been an outpouring of water-biographical, artistic, and commercial influences.�And while there’s been a heavy individualised framing of the psychological and physiological responses,There’s also a broader, more popular, universalised, sometimes romanticised, rhetoric of the potential health benefits.Often negelecting the site-specific context, the broader socio-political issues and inequities, and the environmental challenges including water quality.Also much of the research has been dominated by coastal spaces.In response, my research has aimed to question the relationships between outdoor swimming and environmental health in lacustrine spaces (lakes),To do this, I have undertaken a 12-month, wet- ethnographic inquiry at two popular designated public bathing sites at WindermereWhich included 60 independent lake hangouts and 40 swim-along interviews between September 2022 and 2023Given that timing, I’m yet to be able to offer any conclusive themes or claimsYet, I can still contribute to this forum by reflecting on the context, the methods, the challenges, and what’s next for the project.
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So, why did I choose Windermere?Well, Windermere is a significant site to researchNot only because it’s the biggest lake in England but also given the cultural significance and history of this body of water. It’s a highly contested space and ecology of leisure, tourism, agriculture, residence, cultural heritage, and conservationAnd being in the national park, also engrained in broader, often inequitable, idylls of restorative wellbeingIn terms of swimming, Windermere attracts regular recreational, therapeutic …
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and competitive swimming practice throughout the seasonincluding the ‘Great North Swim’, the UK’s largest outdoor swimming event
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However, Windermere is facing locally and globally influenced and seasonally fluctuating environmental pressures, includingRising water temperatures, extreme weather conditions, algal blooms, treated and untreated wastewater, agricultural and urban runoff, non-native invasive species, and even plastic pollution.Swimmers are also sharing the waters and shores with birdlife, plantllfe, fish, pets and other non-human species. Even the blue-green algae and other forms of bacteria. They’re living organisms as well.Therefore, emphasising the environmental and also the more-than-human concerns that share and complicate these understandings of ‘healthy’ outdoor swimming practice.But these growing environmental tensions are also further complicated by the wildly different approaches taken to monitor and communicate water quality concerns Between the partnerships including the water companies, regulators, charities, and freshwater ecologists and the more vocal and reactive activist campaigns (locally and nationally)I’ve also found a significant unawareness between swimmers and the role of designated public bathing sites



Ambivalence Adaptation Avoidance

Soak Up Re-trace Re-layer
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And while i cannot offer any strong themes yet, i’ve noticed this strong sense of ambivalence, adaptation, and avoidance within the swimming communities at WindermereAnd I felt I needed a way of trying to soak up, re-trace, and re-layer those complexities.Whilst trying to engage current (and potential) swimming communities invested in Windermere



Wet Ethnography
● Fluid and immersive approach (Evers, 2019)

● 12-months, full season

● September 2022 - 2023

● Rayrigg Meadow and Millerground, public bathing sites

● 60 ‘Lake Hangouts’

● Observational methods

● Lake activities, water, and weather conditions

● Different times of the day

● Solo and group swims

● Immersed in the recreational swim communities

● Personal swim responses

● Photos, written diaries and in-situ video recordings
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So, I had to deeply immerse myself into the space and the swimming communitiesI borrowed what Clifton Evers, a researcher who explores polluted leisure, refers to as a wet ethnography. Now, methodologically, this wasn’t just about being immersed in the water.It was also about staying open, flexible and responsive to the fieldwork encounters experiencedAlso being responsive to the different ethical questions and negotiations with others that pop up.While critically reflecting on my own practice and experiences.Now, the fieldwork has focused on two increasingly popular designated public bathing sites (Rayrigg Meadow and Millerground) on the Eastern shores of Windermere. I undertook 60 independent visits staggered across 12 months, 50, of which, featured me in the water.At different times of the day. Sometimes on my own. Other times with members of the recreational swim communities, including one or two people, and then also more formal group meetups.So, I’ve just been hanging out at the lake for a year really to see what happens.While I’ve been there, I’ve been making general observations about swimming and lake activity, alongside the water and weather conditionsSometimes recording photos, written diary reflections, and when swimming on my own, using video recordings in and out of the water.



Swim-along Interviews
● 40 ‘Swim-Along interviews’ (Denton and Aranda, 2019)

● Playful, immersive, and contextual

● 34 (water-based) | 6 (land-based)

● In-situ video or audio recordings

● GoPro 10 mounted to inflatable tow float / Dictaphone

● Motivations, experiences, and challenges

● Embodied responses / social / environmental context

● Swimmers and dippers (range of abilities / confidence)

● Gender (F: 22 / M: 18) | Ages: (25-62)

● Ethnicities (White-British: 37 / Mixed Race: 3)

● Residence (Cumbria / Yorkshire / Lancashire / North East)

● Health conditions and challenges
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On top of this, I undertook swim-along interviews with swimmers and dippers, again staggered across these past 12 months.Again, hanging out, seeing what happens. Giving context to those relationships.But also trying to pay attention to the subjective differences, including the affective embodied responses, the sensory, the verbal and non-verbal. While questioning the broader social, material and environmental issues, including access, community, swim safety, water quality, and even swim kit.I recruited through my research website, through social media, and through word of mouth by being at the lakeThese swim-along interviews are becoming an increasingly popular approach by swim and surf researchers, coined by Hannah Denton & Kay Aranda.Now, I conducted 40. 34 of which were in the water supported by pre, during, and post-swim reflections, video recording the interviews in-situ with a GoPro10 mounted to my inflatable tow float.6 interviews, however, have been audio interviews on the shoreline.The swim-along’s have required continual dialogue throughout to ensure we wasn't getting too cold or uncomfortable.We would adapt to the weather and observe the water conditions and change our plans if we didn't feel comfortable. No two swims were ever the same. And there were a range of different abilities and confidence levels. Some identified as swimmers. Some were dippers. Some were triathletes. Some were regulars. Some were more casual.22 self identified as female, 18 were Male, with ages ranging from 25-62, with an unsurprising majority in ethnicity with 37 being white-british, and 3 identifying as mixed-raceThese swimmers mostly lived locally in Cumbria, Yorkshire and Lancashire and 1 swimmer from the North EastAnd there were a few swimmers that shared pre-existing health conditions, challenges, trauma, and neurodivergence came up more than I anticipatedBut there were some really heavy personal motivations for swimming sharedAnd that was difficult at times when listening and soaking up those reflections
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Of course, there were times I have felt felt joy listening to people’s stories in and out of the water. It’s been fun, playful, but also a privilege to facilitate those reflections with swimmers and dippers. And with a few exceptions, I’ve been shown such kindness and generosity by the swimming communities at Windermere. But it has been a tough 12 months going back and forward to these sites 100 times.There was tiredness, nervousness, anxiety, and awkwardness. The interviews could feel a bit rigid at times.We had to manage our body temperatures.I even once had to peel my swim gloves off the ice during winterWinter was really tough ... and then the summer, while I was grateful for the warmer temperatures, it has brought more conflict between different users and the worries of blue-green algae.Yet, there were also mixed feelings about questions of access, inclusion, and the environmental challenges.Some of the questions would get people’s backs up and the atmosphere would change.And during my lake hangouts, there were also sometimes moments where I was called out on my stance about the environmental pressures at Windermere (in and out of the water).You know, sometimes pointing fingers at me … ‘well you’re swimming here, so you must think it’s safe’.Again, that was hard to navigate.And I felt ... and I feel this deep sense of responsibility to give back to these communities, yet I’m still soaking all of these reflections up. I'm not there yet.



Data Analysis
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And here is proof that I am not there yet.I have a stack of interview transcripts, fieldnotes, photos and videos to analyse.It turns out swimmers like to talk.I’ve got to try and make sense of all of this.
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Ultimately, I will never be able to say whether Windermere is safe or not to swim in.These often embodied senses of risk are subjectiveAnd those social and environmental pressures are always fluctuating.But in my research, I feel I can promote a sense of care, being mindful of who else shares these spaces.Where to go when questioning safe swimming practice, water quality monitoring and regulation, but also the limitationsWhile offering reminders and encouraging empathy for the uneven access, knowledges, and experiences... �Now, because I haven’t dived into the analysis yet, I’m still questioning this sense of care, how it performs, �and how it may be distributed between swimmers personal practices, within and outside of their communities, and these shared environments.



Next steps …

● Data analysis (* gulp!)

● PhD thesis and other research outputs + events

● Contributions:

- 12-mo season / environmental / socio-political

- Freshwater / lacustrine environments

- Health geographies

- Transdisciplinary outdoor swimming research

● Dissemination and broader engagement:

- Current and potential communities invested in Windermere

- Encouraging care-full outdoor swimming practice
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So, i've still got a bit of work to do on the analysisAnd alongside writing my thesis, I’m already collaborating on a creative research output with a local illustrator, Bethan ThorsbyAnd I’m hoping to put some engagement talks on next year. So there may be further opportunities to collaborateSo, although it’s early days ..I hope this project will make novel methodological contributions to health geographies and other transdisciplinary outdoor swim research.But I also really want to give back to current (and potential) swimming communities invested in Windermere by evidencing and exchanging the differential embodied experience(s), the motivations, but also the pressures that can shape understandings of ‘healthy’ and care-full outdoor swimming practice



Research Website
Visit: www.swimdermere.com
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And that dissemination includes in person, at swim meetups, social media, public talks, and my research website which you can find at: www.swimdermere.com



Thank you for listening …
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 Thank you so much for listening. 
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I will now take any questions that you might have.
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